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ABSTRACT

A wholly general method is presented to produce accurate drawings of any crystal in any orientation from a stereogram of the crystal. A standard
stereogram is prepared with all faces plotted, and
the desired viewpoint is marked. The stereogram
is then rotated as necessary to place this mark on
the W radius of the net. The stereogram is then
held in position, and the viewpoint moved along
the W radius to the center of the net. Concurrently, all face poles are moved along their small
circles by the same number of degrees and with
the same sense of motion as the viewpoint. The
poles are now reoriented.
Next, appropriate zone circles and their diameters
are drawn. Each zone has a zone pole whose direction on the stereogram is parallel to the edges in
the zone. A line parallel to this zone pole, called an
edge line, is drawn from the net into the adjoining
drawing area. Edge lines are drawn for each zone
of the crystal, and the crystal drawing is then
made by drawing necessary edges to outline faces.
Keywords: Education - computer assisted; mineralogy and crystallography.
INTRODUCTION

Drawings of typical crystal forms are important
in discussing the crystallography of minerals. Modern

texts and other references are liberally illustrated
with such drawings. However, popular mineralogy
texts such as Klein and Hurlbut (1993) don't explain
how to draw them. I have found an excellent method
for drawing crystals from stereograms drawn on
tracing paper overlays of Wulff stereonets, using
the orientations of zone poles. The method was first
published by Viola ( 1904, in Penfield, 1906, p. 206); I
have modified and expanded it so that drawings can
be made of crystals in any orientation. These drawings
are relatively simple to make and quite attractive,
and I think the technique should be available to modern students. I have found that students can easily
complete a simple drawing in a three-hour lab.
MAKING A CRYSTAL DRAWING IN TYPICAL
ORIENTATION - SETIING UP THE STEREOGRAM
Review of Stereonet Operations

For readers desiring a review of stereonet/stereogram fundamentals or a basic course on their use,
Klein and Hurlbut (1993, p. 56-63) or Bloss (1971, p.
70-96) provide excellent treatments. Stereonets can

be found in both these references; the best is inside the
back cover of Klein and Hurlbut (1993). (A stereonet
from such a reference needs to be copied photographically for the best work, since Xerox machines distort
copied images slightly). A brief review of stereonet
fundamentals important for the constructions in this
article is available on the author's web page at:
http://www.sonoma.edulgeology.
The Drawing

Virtually all drawings of crystals in mineralogy
and crystallography books are set up in the same exact orientation, which I call the typical orientation.
Figures 2A, B, and C, and Figure 3B are examples.
To understand this orientation, imagine a triaxial
orthorhombic block in an initial position with the c
axis vertical, viewed down the a axis normal to (100).
To change it to the typical orientation the a axis is
turned 18°26' (I use 20°) to the left about the vertical
c axis and then rotated 9°28' (I use 10°) downward
about the b axis, which also tilts c forward 10°. This
allows the illustration to show foreshortened views
of the top and right sides of the crystal; the front is
also slightly foreshortened. The projection is orthographic, without perspective. This particular orientation was held to be especially pleasing by German
authors in the 1800s, and it has been retained by
more recent workers (Penfield, 1905).
I will now go step by step through production of a
typical crystal drawing. I strongly encourage you to
perform the actual operations on a stereogram while
studying the steps below.
The Drawing Setup

Choose a large open area on a flat table in a comfortable working situation. Set up the stereonet with a tacit
through its center (Klein and Hurlbut, 1993, p. 59).
Tape down the stereonet and to the immediate right,
tape down a separate sheet of paper on which to make
the drawing (or to the left, if you are left-handed). You
Figure 1 (right). Development of the Reoriented Stereonet:
A, standard sterogram of a cube; B, locating the typical
viewpoint; C, rotation of the viewpoint to the West radius
of the net; D, movement of the viewpoint 80° east to the
center of the net, and concordant movement of all face
poles 80° along small circles to new positions; E, drawing a zone circle through the face poles of a zone with
the zone pole and zone diameter also shown, and an
edge line drawn parallel to the zone pole line; F, reorienting the stereogram with a3 and (001) on the NS diameter, with the edge line In correct final orientation for
drawing.
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will need a pack of page-sized tracing paper for stereograms. Use transparent tape to reinforce the tracing
paper where the tack shaft goes through to prevent
wearing or tearing the paper. You will need a straightedge, a triangle, and a very sharp pencil at a minimum,
as well as complete angular data on the faces of the
crystal you want to draw (Section VI discusses data
sources). If possible, you should have rough sketches
of the crystal, or perhaps a specimen. Colored pencils
are often useful. It is important to be as precise and accurate as possible.
Reorienting the Standard Stereogram of a Crystal

The standard stereogram for a triaxial crystal has
the observer looking down the c axis; c is at the center of the stereogram and the pole of (010) at the E
point on the primitive circle. Figure lA is such a
standard stereogram; it has a data set for a cube
showing_(OOl} (that is, (100), (lOO), (010), (OlO), (001)
and (001)). (For isometric minerals recall that a1, aa,
and aJ replace a, b, and c).
These data on the stereogram must be reoriented
for the drawing process. The first task is to locate
the viewpoint, the direction from which the crystal
will be seen (in this case the typical one), as shown
in Figure lB. First, the desired viewpoint lies 20°
counterclockwise from the a1·a3 plane, so one rotates
the stereogram 20° clockwise. The viewpoint then
lies somewhere on the S radius of the net. Then, one
wants the viewpoint to lie 10° up from the ai-a2 plane,
so one counts up 10° along the S radius from the
primitive and marks a symbol for the viewpoint, as
in Figure lB. If you were to look directly at the crystal from this viewpoint, you would see it as it looks
in typical drawings.
To reorient the face poles on the stereogram so
that such a typical drawing can be made, the above
viewpoint must be moved to the center of the stereogram, and all the face poles shifted congruently with
it so that all angular relationships remain the same.
To do this from the position shown in Figure lB:
Rotate the stereogram clockwise 90° more until
the viewpoint lies on the W radius of the net, as
in Figure IC. Holding the stereogram in this position with a bit of drafting tape is often convenient for the next step.
2) Move the viewpoint to the right 80° to the center
of the net along the W radius, as in Figure ID.
3) Move all other face poles 80° with the same sense
of motion along the am.all ~ on which they
sit. The effect of this action is like what would
happen if you were to rotate the primary projection sphere 80° clockwise about the NS axis of
the net (looking from its S pole), and project the
face poles to the net plane a second time. On Figure lD the rotation paths that the migrating face
poles follow are shown as dashed lines. Note that
poles projected from the lower hemisphere have
moved in the opposite direction in the stereonet
plane from those projected from the upper one.
1)

The ~ ate. Wm'.: reoriented on the overlay for
production of a typical drawing.
Plotting the Necessary Zone Circles

Next, we plot the great circles that include sets of
face poles for each zone. This allows determination
of zone pole and edge orientations needed for the
drawing. For each of these zone circles. this is done
by rotating the stereogram until the two or more face
poles of the given zone lie on the same great circle on
the stereonet and drawing it on the stereogram. In
Figure IE, for example, I have drawn the zone circle
for (010), (010), (001), and (OO'i). This requires a 62°
counterclockwise rotation of the overlay from its last
position in Figure lD. (For clarity, in this figure only
the faces lying in the one zone are shown). In this position, the NS diameter of the stereonet is a diameter of
the zone circle. It is important to be precise with this
step; the accuracy of the drawing depends on it.
Standard procedure is to show the zone pole for a
zone as a dot goo from the zone circle, connected by a
line to the center of the zone diameter. This line is
normal to the zone diameter and the plane of the
zone circle. The key point for the technique is that all
of the face edges in the zone are parallel to this line.
For construction purposes, one can draw an edge
line paraJiel .tn .the. zmie p.ale line anywhere on the
stereogram, just keeping it normal to the diameter of
the zone, as shown on Figure lE.
The upper hemisphere halves of the zone circles
for the other two zones of this crystal are also shown,
on Figure IF. Lower-hemisphere faces for these latter
zones are omitted to simplify the illustration. Also,
since (100) is plotted, the zone pole is left out to
eliminate confusion, since it plots in nearly the same
place.
Set up the Stereogram for Drawing the Crystal

Last, reposition the stereogram so aJ (or c in other
systems), here the pole of (001), lies on the NS diameter
of the net, as in Figure IF; this assures that the
crystal will be drawn with aJ or c upright. To achieve
this, the overlay is rotated 26° counterclockwise from
its position in Figure lE. The crystal, represented by
face poles, is now oriented as desired for a typical
drawing, in which the crystal is tilted forward 10°,
rotated 20° to the left, and viewed from the front.
MAKING A CRYSTAL DRAWING IN TYPICAL
ORIENTATION - DOING THE DRAWING
Drawing Strategy
In constructing a crystal drawing, a generally useful strategy is to draw a simple block and then modify it
progressively by adding other faces. In this example I
will draw a cube and modify it. It is helpful to have a

sketch of the crystal or a specimen nearby, so that
Figure 2 (right). Drawing Crystals From Zones and Edge
Unes: A, drawing a cube in standard orientation; B, drawing the (111) face on a cube; C, drawing the (1TI} face on
a cube; D, drawing the cube in an atypical orientation
looking down the face pole to ( 111 ), with the (111) face In
the plane of the paper.
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you have an idea in advance of what you want the
drawng to look like. On the accompanying figures,
the labeling conventions of Ford ( 1955) are used for
faces, and standard nomenclature is used for axes.
Finding the Face-Edge Orientations

Figure 2A reproduces the orientation and upper
zone circles of Fig'W'.e lF. Consider the zone of (010),
(OlO), (001), and (00l), used as an example in Figure
lE. To draw the common edge orientation of inter·
secting faces in this zone, do the following, as shown
on Figure 2A.
Note again the zone diameter, extended beyond
the primitive to the SE of the net.
2) Draw a line normal to it into the drawing area,
and label it "edge line (001), (OOl), (010) and (OlO)".
Note that the zone pole itself, which is parallel to
this edge line, doesn't need to be located or plotted.
3) Next, as on Fi~e 2A, find the zone of (001),
(00l), (100) and (lOO) and draw, extend, and label
its edge line.
4) Last, do the same with the zone of (100), (lOO),
(010) and (OlO). Now three edge lines, each one
parallel to a set of edges of the cube, lie in the
drawing area.
1)

Link Edge Lines to Draw a Simple Block

Begin drawing edges parallel to the appropriate
edge lines. Connect edges at a chosen comer (for example, the one labeled start in Figure 2A) and build
the block from there. Here we will make a cube; the
nature of the projection (Ford, 1955) is such that the
(010) face should be 1/3 as wide as the (100) face in
the EW dimension, normal to their common edge, for
it to look right. In addition, the (001) face should be
1/6 as high as the (100) face to also look in propor·
tion. Basic blocks in other systems can be proportioned by eye, or by trigonometry, using the angle
between the face as positioned and the line of sight.
Draw the vertical edge between (100) and (010)
above the start point on Figure 2A; the size of the
crystal drawing and the length of all other edges are
then determined by the length chosen for this first
edge and by the proportion rules described above.
Hidden faces may be constructed and drawn as
dashed lines. Crystallographic axes can be accurately
positioned by finding the centers of the block faces
using intersecting diagonals drawn from their comers
and drawing the axes through these centers parallel
to appropriate edges.
Adding a Modifying (111) Face

In Figure 2B a (111) face is added to the crystal.
Klein and Hurlbut (1993, p. 61) show the technique
for locating a (111) face from angular data; for a cube
(111) is 54°44' from (100) and (010). Reorient the
stereogram as before, which produces the new sterea.
gram in Figure 2B. Note that the cube faces from 2A
are in the same places as before.
The three zones necessary to determine the cor·
rect edge orientations between (111) and the three
faces which intersect it are next constructed, and

their upper halves are shown on Figure 2B. I have
extended their zone diameters, and extended edge
lines from these diameters to the drawing in such a
way that they form the three edges of the triangular
(111) face. Note that the size of (111) is quite arbi·
trary; it could be much larger or smaller, and one
larger choice is shown by dashed lines.
Adding a Modifying (1tt) Face.

In the stereogram of Figure 2C, a (111) face is
added to the assemblage, as well as the (001) and
(OlO) faces that intersect it. Plot the faces and reori·
ent them as before. When you reorient the poles,
moving them along small circles, you will find that
some need to move into a new hemisphere, as is the
case with (111) itself.
All three zone circles needed to construct the three
edges of(lll) are shown on the stereogram; two have
been drawn completely because lower hemisphere faces
were needed to complete them. Their diameters are ex·
tended and edge lines dr~ normal to them, making
the three edges of the (111) face on the crystal. Note
(111) is l~r than (111).
Face (111) can be made the same relative size as
(111) by drawing the edge between it and (100) the
same length as that between (111) and (100) and
scaling other edges proportionately.
All 8 faces of the (111} form could be drawn in
this way, including those on the back of the crystal
(using dashed lines or some other color to differentiate
hidden edges).
Note that the different faces of (111} need not be
drawn to the same size if one wishes to draw a nonideal crystal.
By this totally general method, any face can be
drawn with its edges in proper perspective as a com·
ponent of a precise orthographic drawing of the crys·
tal in typical orientation.
DRAWING CRYSTALS IN ANY ORIENTATION
Introduction
Although the introduction to this technique to this

point uses the typical orientation one sees in most
textbooks, the method is wholly general and can be
used to construct drawings in any orientation. One
could draw a view looking along any axis, for exam·
pie, or normal to a particular face or twin plane, or
along any direction. One simply draws, as before, the
standard stereogram of the crystal on an overlay,
places the viewpoint where desired, and reorients
the net in the same manner as before. Only the rotation angles differ from case to case. I will next dem·
onstrate this expansion of the technique; as before,
the reader should follow along on his or her own
stereonet and stereogram.
Reorienting the Net

Suppose one wishes to make a drawing of a cube
modified by a single (111) face, as in Figure 2B, but
looking down the face pole of (111). This makes the pole
to (111) the viewpoint and results in an illustration
like Figure 2D. To reorient the net to make this
drawing:
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Figure 3. Apophylllte crystal In four orientations: A, standard stereogram, showing the three viewpoints used; 8, reoriented stereogram and crystal In typical
drawing orientation, matching Ford (1955, #966); C, reoriented stereogram and view of crystal normal to (111); D, reoriented stereogram and view of crystal
down an arbitrary line at 60° to c• In a1·c plane. One complete zone circle Is shown In each stereogram with Its diameter and edge line, and with the edge line
projected to one of the edges In Its zone.
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1) Make a standard stereogram as before, showing
{111) and the three faces it shares edges with
2)
3)

that is, (010), (100), and (001). Then, as before: '
Rotate the overlay until the viewpoint, the pole of
(111), is on the W radius of the net.
Move (111) to the center of the net along the W
radius; in this case it moves to the right 50° (this
angle will vary with each different viewpoint positi?n chose!l). Move all other face poles along
theu- small ctrcles the same angular distance (here
50°) with the same sense of motion. The ~
gram is. ~ reoriented, as shown in Figure 20.

Drawing the Crystal

The upper halves of the zone circles for the edges
of the (111) face with (100), (010), and (001) have
been drawn in Figure 2D, and the three edge lines
extended to the drawing as examples, outlining the
(111) face. Note that when a face pole plots in the
center of the net, the face itself lies in the plane of
the paper. Note also that the zone circles which include that pole are vertical and plot as lines. The
zones for the construction of the outer edges of the
block are also drawn in Figure 20, but, in the interests
of simplicity, their zone diameters and edge lines are
not constructed. If desired the reader can easily construct them.
AN EXAMPLE OF MULTIPLE DRAWINGS
OF A CRYSTAL IN MULTIPLE ORIENTATIONS
As an example o~ the use of this technique, Figure

3 show~ several views of a crystal of apophyllite,
KC24(S140iohF·8H20. Here the stereonets are omitted
for clarity, as are the lower halves of all but one
zone, due to the complexity of the face pole sets represented, and only the stereogram patterns are shown.
<?ne complete zone circle, zone diameter, and edge
hne are shown for each drawing.
Figure 3A displays the standard stereogram of
the crystal, and next to it are the essential angular
data needed to construct the stereogram. Figure 3B
shows a drawing of the crystal in typical orientation
and the matching reoriented stereogram used to con:
struct it; this drawing matches an illustration in Ford
(1955, crystal #966) in the description of apophyllite.
One can achieve this result by reorienting the net
poles as described in section II and drawing the crystal
as described in section III. Figure 3C shows the same
cryst~ viewed normal to (111), with its stereogram,
and Figure 30 shows the same crystal looking down
!111 arbitrary line at 60° to c+ in the az-c plane, with
1ts stereogram.
Another set of examples showing several stereograms and drawings of reorientations of a crystal of
hemimorphite, one of which is inverted, are available
on the author's web page at: http://www.sonoma.

contains a great many complete descriptions. In addition, the Georef indexing service allows rapid location
of articles (some of which typically contain interfacial angular data) on any mineral. These data may
be in one of two formats.
The first format is that used by Ford (1955) and
this article; faces are located by using their angular
relationships to other faces that plot in known positions
on stereograms, such as (010). The second format derived from studies with reflecting goniometers' locates faces independently by using angles made by a
beam of light reflected from the face. In this second
case, faces are located by a pair of angles, phi and
rho; a face position table for the mineral includes a
list of these values. Klein and Hurlbut ( 1993, p. 58)
and Bloss (1971, p. 74) show how to plot face poles on
the net using these latter angular data.
A COMPUTER PROGRAM
FOR CRYSTAL DRAWING

There is a computer program named SHAPE which
draws crystals. Initial data on Miller indices of one
face in each form, its distance from the center of the
coordinate system, and the unit cell parameters are
input, and matrix algebra and various sorting rules
are used. to ~a~culate all the corners of the crystal,
from which it 1s drawn. The images can be shaded
and colored, and stereopairs can be drawn. Many
types of twins can be drawn. The program runs on
an IBM PC under Windows, and can be purchased
from Rockware, Inc. in Golden, Colorado (303-2784099) for $195.
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